The launch of a new-look Latin America
brochure
Sunvil Traveller – real Latin America restyles its portfolio for the more independent and
free-spirited traveller
Sunvil Traveller – real Latin America is pleased to launch its new brochure, carefully
restyled and redesigned to make the complexity of planning a Latin American trip an
inspirational pleasure from day one. Now more compact in size, the new brochure is easier
to browse through and it contains considerably less text, which has been carefully honed by
Sunvil Traveller’s expert team to deliver key decision-making facts for each country
featured in an easy-to-grasp format. Most of the images have been captured by Sunvil
Traveller’s team on their own in-depth annual trips to the continent – testament again to the
breadth of their personal knowledge and experience.
Eleven Latin American countries – Mexico, Guatemala, Costa Rica, Panama, Ecuador &
the Galapagos, Peru, Bolivia, Chile, Argentina, Brazil and Venezuela – are now presented
in two sections, Central America and South America. The beguiling delights of each
country are described succinctly and evocatively, accompanied by useful ‘Traveller Tips’, a
map of the area with key destinations marked, an ‘At a Glance’ summary and suggested
itineraries with ‘guide’ prices rather than ‘from’ prices, to avoid any
disappointment/to help match budgets more easily. Recommendations for both romantic
and family travel in Latin America are featured, as these are both key drivers for travel to
Latin America.
World-beating natural features abound, from the planet’s largest river to the highest
waterfall and from the driest desert and most immense rainforest to unique wildlife and
simply endless beaches, extending to many thousands of miles’ worth, largely pristine and
deserted. Latin America enjoys a tropical or sub-tropical climate and is thus open for
year-round visits.
A wide range of cruises is offered – around the Galápagos, along the length of the
Amazon, along the Patagonian coast of Chile and in Antarctica – with an excellent choice
of styles of water-borne transport, from the boutique and intimate to much larger vessels.
Says Director of Sunvil Traveller Lloyd Boutcher: “We’ve listened to what our travellers
have told us and what they need and it boiled down to succinct descriptions and clear,
practical guidance to help people make their decisions. Latin America is so vast that it’s
hard to get a handle on it. We’ve done just what our travellers have asked of us, and are
very pleased with the result.

New to the Sunvil Traveller portfolio are 22 hotels and a cruise vessel, plus new
suggested routes around the region. New elements include:

•

Lastarria Boutique Hotel, Santiago, Chile – opened last year, the Lastarria is a
1927-built former residence, now a 14-room boutique hotel, situated in the
Bohemian heart of Santiago. Sound-proofed suites ensure peaceful slumber; interconnecting rooms are perfect for family stays and private terraces afford views of
the bustling streets or the walled garden.

•

Ponta dos Ganchos, near Florianópolis, Brazil – a cluster of 25 charming
bungalows, some with Jacuzzi and plunge pools, located on a privately-owned
peninsula, a wedge of paradise close to the Arvoredo Islands, the best site for scuba
diving in Southern Brazil. A small island opposite the property can be booked for a
private dinner – perfect for romance.

•

Casa Cairuçu, near Paraty, Brazil – a bay-side residence accessible solely via a
20-minute boat ride from charming colonial Paraty. High beamed ceilings with fans,
white-washed walls, wooden floors and glass doors create a light and sublime
setting for a relaxing holiday. Features include three double/twin rooms overlooking
crystal clear waters, an open-plan kitchen/lounge/dining area, large bathrooms and
spacious deck, adorned throughout with Brazilian pieces of art. Perfect for groups
of friends.

•

Anahi catamaran, Galápagos – a 90ft vessel with just six cabins and two suites.
There is an indoor dining area, open plan lounge/ library, bar, sundeck and Jacuzzi.
The open-plan layout of Anahi is conducive to a friendly and social atmosphere.
Guide price for a three-night cruise – £1,515 pp (two sharing) including full board,
return flights (from Ecuador), daily group guided excursions and airport transfers.
Perfect for adventurers who like to exchange stories.

•

Peru family itinerary – Latinos love kids! Peru, along with Costa Rica, Brazil,
Ecuador & the Galápagos, is great fun and educational for kids, backed up by that
all-important decent infrastructure that means comfortable family travel. Consider a
13-night trip to Peru including three nights in Lima, with sightseeing tours, three
nights in the Amazon, three nights in the Sacred Valley, with a tour of Machu
Picchu, and a two-night stay near Lake Titicaca. Guide price – £3,229 pp (based on

four sharing transportation, staying in two rooms) including 13 nights’
accommodation, international return flights, some meals, guided excursions and
transportation. Perfect for a family trip of a lifetime.
Sunvil Traveller’s lead-in price is £2,756 pp (two sharing) for a trip to Costa Rica including
flights from Heathrow, 14 nights’ bed and breakfast, private excursions with excellent
English-speaking guides and private transfers.
For further information: Sunvil Traveller, tel: 020 8758 4774; www.sunvil.co.uk
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